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ABSTRACT
Internet applications make use of the services provided by a transport protocol, such as TCP
(a reliable, in-order stream protocol). We use this term Transport Service to mean the end-toend service provided to application by the transport layer.
That service can only be provided correctly if information about the intended usage is
supplied from the application. The application may determine this information at the design
time, compile time, or run time, and it may include guidance on whether a feature is required,
a preference by the application, or something in between.
Multipath TCP (MPTCP) adds the capability of using multiple paths to a regular TCP
session. Even though it is designed to be totally backward compatible to applications. The
data transport differs compared to regular TCP, and there are several additional degrees of
freedom that the particular application may want to exploit.
Multipath TCP is particularly useful in the context of wireless networks using both Wi-Fi and
a mobile network is a typical use case. In addition to the gains in throughput from inverse
multiplexing, links may be added or dropped as the user moves in or out of coverage without
disrupting the end-to-end TCP connection. The problem of link handover is thus solved by
abstraction in the transport layer, without any special mechanisms at the network or link
level.
Handover functionality can then be implemented at the endpoints without requiring special
functionality in the sub-networks according to the Internet's end-to-end principle. Multipath
TCP can balance a single TCP connection across multiple interfaces and reach very high
throughput.
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1

INTRODUCTION
In this document we describe a practical methodology for measuring endto-end TCP Throughput and MPTCP throughput in a managed IP network and
study of transport layers in MPTCP. Section1.1 deals with a brief introduction
about TCP Throughput Measurements. Section1.2 deals with the terminology
of TCP and MPTCP. Section1.3 deals with the significance of Multipath TCP.
Section1.4 deals with the problem statement of the project area i.e. challenges
and difficulties with TCP Throughput and MPTCP. Section1.5 deals with the
methods for evaluation used to solve the research questions. Section1.6 deals
with the scope and goals of the project.

1.1 Brief Introduction about Seneca Global
Ed Szofer, Rao Tummalapalli and Mani Swami Nathan founded Seneca
Global in 2007. All three senior executives had worked together at companies
where they had significant success, including: Wittman-Hart (where Ed was
President and COO), Divine Interventures (where Rao was Managing Director
of off-shore development), and Alliance Consulting. Seneca Global is the
culmination of years of IT and leadership experience, resulting in an
unmatched service model for Seneca Global clients. Seneca Global began with
two office locations: a management, sales and delivery center in Chicago and a
software development and testing center in Hyderabad, India. In 2014, we
added an office in Hartford, Connecticut. Since our founding in 2007, we have
grown to over 300 professionals and, thanks to our unique model, our growth
is accelerating as we continue to serve our clients, associates and communities.
The IT landscape has never stopped evolving over the years and it never will,
either. But some things never change. Since our founding, we have always
remained committed to our clients' success, the growth and fulfilment of our
associates, and the health of the communities we serve.
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1.2

TCP Throughput

TCP protocol belongs to the transport layer in the OSI model which is an abstraction
model for computer communication through networks. The task of the TCP is to
ensure reliable communication between two hosts on an unreliable network. In one
end it provides a service to the communicating application and in the other end, the IP
protocol. Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) is the most accepted protocol to
transmit and deliver information secure over the Internet but, not taking advantage of
multiple paths that are increasingly available to end point devices
The IP is the communication protocol in the IP suite for relaying datagrams across
network boundaries. Its routing function enables internetworking, and essentially
establishes the Internet. A well-tuned and well-managed IP network with appropriate
TCP adjustments in the IP hosts and application should perform very close to the
Bottleneck-Bandwidth when TCP is in the equilibrium state. TCP methodology
provides guidelines to measure the maximum TCP Throughput when TCP is in the
equilibrium state.
High throughput is become important with the invention of Smartphones, Tablets and
Laptops. These devices developed the capability of connecting to the Internet with at
least two different interfaces in each type of device, such as Wi-Fi, 3G, Ethernet, in
order to optimize the available communication infrastructures. Multi-Path TCP
(MPTCP) has been developed to address these TCP limitations. ) (MPTCP) adds the
capability of using multiple paths to a regular TCP session. Delivery of video on
protocol issues related to application and transport layers in MPTCP.
TCP provides flow control service to applications to eliminate the possibility of the
sender over flowing the receiver’s buffer. TCP sender can also be throttled due to
congestion within the IP network consequences also need for congestion control
(window management) to control the sender’s rate and keep it from overrunning the
network. TCP has two techniques to avoid congestion in the network, namely Slow
Start(SS), Congestion Avoidance (CA). Slow start is part of the congestion control
strategy used by TCP, the data transmission protocol used by many Internet
applications. The TCP congestion-avoidance algorithm is the primary basis for
congestion control in the Internet. TCP throughput measurement techniques to verify
maximum achievable TCP performance in a managed IP network.
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1.3

Terminology

Common definitions used in this methodology are as follows:
x

TCP Throughput Test Device (TCP) refers to a compliant TCP host that generates
traffic and measures metrics as defined in this methodology, i.e., a dedicated
communications test instrument.

x

Provider Edge (PE) refers to a provider's distribution equipment.

x

Bottleneck Bandwidth (BB) refers to the lowest bandwidth along the complete path.
Bottleneck and Bandwidth are used synonymously in this document. Most of the
time, the Bottleneck-Bandwidth is in the access portion of the wide-area network.

x

Provider (P) refers to provider core network equipment.

x

Round-Trip Time (RTT) is the elapsed time between the clocking in of the first bit of
a TCP segment sent and the receipt of the last bit of the corresponding TCP
Acknowledgment.

x

Bandwidth-Delay Product (BDP) refers to the product of a data link's capacity (in bits
per second) and its end-to-end delay (in seconds).

x

Path is a sequence of links between a sender and a receiver, define in this context by a
source and destination address/port pairs.

x

Sub-flow of TCP segments operating over an individual path, which forms part of a
larger MPTCP connection. A sub-flow is started and terminated similar to a regular
TCP connection.

x

MPTCP Connection: A set of one or more sub flows, over which an application can
communicate between two hosts. there is a one-to-one mapping between a connection
and an application socket.

x

Data level The payload data is nominally transferred over a connection, which in turn
is transported over sub flows. Thus, the term "data-level" is synonymous with
"connection level", in contrast to "sub flow-level", which refers to properties of an
individual sub flow.

x

Host: An end host operating an MPTCP implementation, and either initiating or
accepting an MPTCP connection.
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1.4

MPTCP (Multi Path Transfer Control Protocol) Concept
Multipath TCP is an extension to TCP. It is designed to support multi-homing for
resilience, mobility, and load balancing. MPTCP uses TCP options for its control
plane. They are used to signal multipath capabilities, advertise other available IP
addresses, and create new sessions between pairs of endpoints.
By multiplexing one-byte stream over separate paths, MPTCP can achieve a higher
throughput than TCP. If coupled congestion control is used, it might limit this benefit
to maintain equity to other flows. Multipath TCP is particularly useful in the context
of wireless networks using both Wi-Fi and a mobile network, it is a typical case.
MPTCP connection begins similarly to a regular TCP connection. This is illustrated
in Figure 2 where an MPTCP connection is established between addresses A and B
and on Hosts A and B, respectively.
If extra paths are available, additional TCP sessions (termed MPTCP "sub flows")
are created on these paths, and are combined with the existing session, which
continues to appear as a single connection to the applications at both ends. The
creation of the additional TCP session is illustrated between Address A on Host A and
Address B on Host B.
A non-MPTCP-aware application, MPTCP will behave the same as normal TCP.
Extended APIs could provide additional control to MPTCP-aware applications. An
application begins by opening a TCP socket in the normal way. MPTCP signaling and
operation are handled by the MPTCP implementation.
MPTCP identifies multiple paths by the presence of multiple addresses at hosts.
Combinations of these multiple addresses equate to the additional paths.
The discovery and setup of additional sub flows will be achieved through a path
management method; this document describes a mechanism by which a host can
initiate new sub flows by using its own additional addresses, or by signaling its
available addresses to the other host.
MPTCP adds connection-level sequence numbers to allow the reassembly of
segments arriving on multiple sub flows with differing network delays.
MPTCP operates at the transport layer and aims to be transparent to both higher and
lower layers. It is a set of additional features on top of standard TCP. Multipath TCP
uses its own sequence numbering space. Each segment sent by Multipath TCP
contains two sequence numbers the sub flow sequence number inside the regular TCP
header, and an additional data sequence number (DSN) carried inside a TCP option.
This solution ensures that the segments sent on any given sub flow have consecutive
sequence numbers and do not upset middle boxes.
Multipath TCP can then send some data sequence numbers on one path and the
remainder on the other path; old middle boxes will ignore the DSN option, and it will
be used by the Multipath TCP receiver to reorder the by test stream before it is given
to the receiving application. Congestion Control One of the most important
components in TCP is its congestion controller, which enables it to adapt its
throughput dynamically in response to changing network conditions
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To perform this functionality, each TCP sender maintains a congestion window,
which governs the amount of packets that the sender can send without waiting for an
acknowledgment. The congestion window is updated dynamically, growing linearly
when there is no congestion and halved when packet loss occurs. TCP congestion
control ensures fairness: when multiple connections utilize the same congested link,
each of them will independently converge to the same average value of the congestion
window.

1.5

Problem Statement
The aim is to measure the end-to-end TCP throughput and multipath TCP
throughput by a basic methodology and a detailed study on TCP throughput
measurements and Multipath TCP
x
x
x

The main aim is to have a detailed study on MPTCP and understanding MPTCP in
Transport Layer. To measure the MPTCP throughput in an end-to-end connection.
Summarizing the performance of TCP throughput and performance of Multipath TCP.
Understanding the MPTCP in transport layer and emerging multi layers as single
layer. Finding the ways to improve the performance of both TCP and MPTCP.

Motivation
x

The motivation for implementing a multipath TCP protocol is to measure throughput
and improve performance of end-to-end connections. This protocol offers resorting to
the use of different available network interfaces on current devices, providing a better
throughput. For mobile devices this protocol can allow smooth connection handover,
without losing application connectivity.

x

This research allows the use of multiple paths by the same TCP connection to increase
throughput. The use of multipath connections also offers benefits to data center
operations, since it can contribute to improved throughput, offer larger path diversity
and better fairness

1.6

Research Questions
The research work mainly focuses on ways to improve TCP Throughput and emerging
layers as single layer. Below are the research questions which are related to this
research.
x

What are the ways to improve end-to-end TCP throughput measurements by using
calculated three metrics are TCP transfer ratio and TCP calculation efficiency and
Buffer delay percentage?

x

How to improve the performance of TCP throughput and emerging layers in MPTCP?

x

How to calculate the TCP and MPTCP Throughput in an end-to-end network by
studying MPTCP in the transport layer?
6

1.7

Scope and Goals
Before defining the goals, it is important to clearly define the areas that are out of
scope.
This methodology is not intended to predict the TCP Throughput during the
transient stages of a TCP connection, such as during the Slow Start phase.
Study of MPTCP features, it’s part in the transport layer and the interface
description of the Multipath TCP. Differences between TCP and MPTCP.
This methodology is not intended to definitively benchmark TCP
implementations of one OS to another, although some users may find value in
conducting qualitative experiments.
This methodology is not intended to provide detailed diagnosis of problems
within endpoints or within the network itself as related to non-optimal TCP
performance, although results interpretation for each test step may provide
insights to potential issues.
In contrast to the above exclusions, the primary goal is to define a method to
conduct a practical end-to-end assessment of sustained TCP performance within a
managed business-class IP network.

Specific goals are to:
Provide a practical test approach that specifies tunable parameters (such as MTU
(Maximum Transmission Unit) and Socket Buffer sizes) and how these affect the
outcome of TCP performance over an IP network.
Provide specific test conditions such as link speed, RTT, MTU, Socket Buffer
sizes, and achievable TCP Throughput when TCP is in the Equilibrium state. For
guideline purposes, provide examples of test conditions and their maximum
achievable TCP Throughput. provides specific details concerning the definition of
TCP Equilibrium within this methodology.
Define three (3) basic metrics to compare the performance of TCP connections
under various network conditions. Provide some areas within the end host or the
network that SHOULD be considered for investigation in test situations where the
recommended procedure does not yield the maximum achievable TCP
Throughput. However, this methodology is not intended to provide detailed
diagnosis on these issues.
A detailed study with information about the Transport layer description, structure
of transport layer, and to specify and implement the methodology to evaluate the
measurements of MPTCP.
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Measuring MPTCP throughput and how to improve its performance. As we will
see, MPTCP has the potential to increase throughput, reliability and flexibility in
connections. This was done by the methodology which explain the MPTCP
connections, MPTCP configuration, Network Routing.

1.8
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2

RELATED WORK
In Paper [1] deals about the characteristics such as one-way delay and one-way loss
and the high precision measurement of these one-way IP performance metrics became
possible with wider availability of good time sources such as (GPS and CDMA). TCP
is connection oriented, and at the transmitting side, it uses a congestion window (TCP
CWND). At the receiving end, TCP uses a receive window (TCP RWND) to inform
the transmitting end on how many bytes it is capable of accepting at a given time.
Derived from Round-Trip Time (RTT) and network Bottleneck Bandwidth (BB), the
Bandwidth-Delay Product (BDP) determines the Send and Received Socket buffer
sizes required to achieve the maximum TCP Throughput. Then, with the help of slow
start and congestion avoidance algorithms, a TCP CWND is calculated based on the
IP network path loss rate.
Finally, the minimum value between the calculated TCP CWND and the TCP RWND
advertised by the opposite end will determine how many Bytes can actually be sent by
the transmitting side at a given time. Both TCP Window sizes (RWND and CWND)
may vary during any given TCP session, although up to bandwidth limits, larger
RWND and larger CWND will achieve higher throughputs by permitting more inflight bytes. At both ends of the TCP connection and for each socket, there are default
buffer sizes. There are also kernel-enforced maximum buffer sizes. These buffer sizes
can be adjusted at both ends (transmitting and receiving). Some TCP/IP stack
implementations use Receive Window Auto-Tuning, although, in order to obtain the
maximum throughput, it is critical to use large enough TCP Send and Receive Socket
Buffer sizes. In fact, they should be equal to or greater than BDP. Many variables are
involved in TCP Throughput performance, but this methodology focuses on the
following:
BB (Bottleneck Bandwidth), RTT (Round-Trip Time), Send and Receive Socket
Buffers, Path MTU (Maximum Transmission Unit) This methodology proposes TCP
testing that should be performed in addition to traditional tests of the Layer 2/3 type.
In fact, Layer 2/3 tests are REQUIRED to verify the integrity of the network before
conducting TCP tests. Examples include "Iperf" (UDP mode) and manual packetlayer test techniques where packet throughput, loss, and delay measurements are
conducted.
The practical methodology for the TCP throughput measurement is outlined in the
paper[2]. IP Performance Metrics (IPPM) working group has defined metrics for oneway packet delay and loss across Internet paths. Although there are now several
measurement platforms that implement collection of these metrics [SURVEYOR]
[SURVEYOR-INET] [RIPE] [BRIX], there is not currently a standard that would
permit initiation of test streams or exchange of packets to collect singleton metrics in
an interoperable manner.
9

With the increasingly wide availability of affordable global positioning systems
(GPS) and CDMA-based time sources, hosts increasingly have available to them very
accurate time sources, either directly or through their proximity to Network Time
Protocol(NTP) primary (stratum 1) time servers. By standardizing a technique for
collecting IPPM one-way active measurements, we hope to create an environment
where IPPM metrics may be collected across a far broader mesh of Internet paths
than is currently possible. One particularly compelling vision is of widespread
deployment of open OWAMP servers that would make measurement of one-way
delay as commonplace as measurement of round-trip time using an ICMP-based tool
like ping.
Additional design goals of OWAMP include: being hard to detect and manipulate,
security, logical separation of control and test functionality, and support for small test
packets. (Being hard to detect makes interference with measurements more difficult
for intermediaries in the middle of the network.) OWAMP test traffic is hard to detect
because it is simply a stream of UDP packets from and to negotiated port numbers,
with potentially nothing static in the packets (size is negotiated, as well). OWAMP
also supports an encrypted mode that further obscures the traffic and makes it
impossible to alter timestamps undetectably. Security features include optional
authentication and/or encryption of control and test messages. These features may be
useful to prevent unauthorized access to results or man-in-the-middle attacks that
attempt to provide special treatment to OWAMP test streams or that attempt to
modify sender-generated timestamps to falsify test results.
In paper[3]MPTCP is a proposal to achieve multipath in TCP endpoint Often
endpoints are connected by multiple paths, but communications are usually restricted
to a single path per connection. Resource usage within the network would be more
efficient were it possible for these multiple paths to be used concurrently. New
congestion control algorithms are needed for multipath transport protocols such as
Multipath TCP, as single path algorithms have a series of issues in the multipath
context. One of the prominent problems is that running existing algorithms such as
standard TCP independently on each path would give the multipath flow more than its
fair share at a bottleneck link traversed by more than one of its sub flows. Further, it
is desirable that a source with multiple paths available will transfer more traffic using
the least congested of the paths, achieving a property called "resource pooling" where
a bundle of links effectively behaves like one shared link with bigger capacity. This
would increase the overall efficiency of the network and also its robustness to failure.
Multipath TCP is a set of extensions to regular TCP that allows one TCP connection
to be spread across multiple paths. MPTCP distributes load through the creation of
separate sub flows across potentially disjoint paths. How should congestion control be
performed for multipath TCP? First, each sub flow must have its own congestion
control state (i.e., cwnd) so that capacity on that path is matched by offered load. The
simplest way to achieve this goal is to simply run standard TCP congestion control on
each sub flow. However, this solution is unsatisfactory as it gives the multipath flow
an unfair share when the paths taken by its different sub flows share a common
bottleneck. The congestion controller aims to set the multipath flow's aggregate
bandwidth to be the same as that of a regular TCP flow would get on the best path
available to the multipath flow. To estimate the bandwidth of a regular TCP flow, the
multipath flow estimates loss rates and round-trip times (RTTs) and computes the
target rate. Then, it adjusts the overall aggressiveness (parameter alpha) to achieve the
desired rate. While the mechanism above applies always, its effect depends on
whether the multipath TCP flow influences or does not influence the link loss rates
(low versus high statistical multiplexing). If MPTCP does not influence link loss
10

rates, MPTCP will get the same throughput as TCP on the best path. In cases with
low statistical multiplexing, where the multipath flow influences the loss rates on the
path, the multipath throughput will be strictly higher than that a single TCP would get
on any of the paths. In particular, if using two idle paths, multipath throughput will
be sum of the two paths throughput.
Paper[4] is a study on the TCP throughput tool Iperf and TCP extensions to improve
performance over large bandwidth delay products paths and to provide reliable
operation over very high-speed paths. The TCP protocol was designed to operate
reliably over almost any transmission medium regardless of transmission rate, delay,
corruption, duplication, or reordering of segments. Production TCP implementations
currently adapt to transfer rates in the range of 100 bps and round-trip delays in the
range 1ms to 100 seconds. Recent work on TCP performance has shown the TCP can
work well over a variety of Internet paths, ranging from 800 Mbit/sec I/O channels to
300 bit/sec dial-up modems. The introduction of fiber optics is resulting in everhigher transmission speeds, and the fastest paths are moving out of the domain for
which TCP was originally engineered.
This memo defines a set of modest extensions to TCP to extend the domain of its
application to match this increasing network capability TCP performance depends not
upon the transfer rate itself, but rather upon the product of the transfer rate and the
round-trip delay. This "bandwidth delay product" measures the amount of data that
would "fill the pipe" it is the buffer space required at sender and receiver to obtain
maximum throughput on the TCP connection over the path, i.e., the amount of
unacknowledged data that TCP must handle in order to keep the pipeline full. TCP
performance problems arise when the bandwidth delay product is TCP implements
reliable data delivery by retransmitting segments that are not acknowledged within
some retransmission timeout (RTO) interval. Accurate dynamic determination of an
appropriate RTO is essential to TCP performance. RTO is determined by estimating
the mean and variance of the measured round-trip time (RTT), i.e., the time interval
between sending a segment and receiving an acknowledgment for it.
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In[5] the authors have explained how Hosts are often connected by multiple
paths, but TCP restricts communications to a single path per transport connection.
Resource usage within the network would be more efficient were these multiple
paths able to be used concurrently. This should enhance user experience through
improved resilience to network failure and higher throughput. As the Internet
evolves, demands on Internet resources are ever increasing, but often these
resources (in particular, bandwidth) cannot be fully utilized due to protocol
constraints both on the end-systems and within the network. If these resources
could be used concurrently, end user experience could be greatly improved. Such
enhancements would also reduce the necessary expenditure on network
infrastructure that would otherwise be needed to create an equivalent
improvement in user experience. By the application of resource pooling, these
available resources can be 'pooled' such that they appear as a single logical
resource to the user.
Multipath transport aims to realize some of the goals of resource pooling by
simultaneously making use of multiple disjoint (or partially disjoint) paths across
a network. The two key benefits of multipath transport are the following: To
increase the resilience of the connectivity by providing multiple paths, protecting
end hosts from the failure of one. To increase the efficiency of the resource usage,
and thus increase the network capacity available to end hosts. Multipath TCP is a
modified version of TCP [1] that implements a multipath transport and achieves
these goals by pooling multiple paths within a transport connection, transparently
to the application. Multipath TCP is primarily concerned with utilizing multiple
paths end-to-end, where one or both of the end hosts are multi homed. It may
also have applications where multiple paths exist within the network and can be
manipulated by an end host, such as using different port numbers with Equal Cost
Multi Path.
MPTCP is a specific protocol that instantiates the Multipath TCP concept. This
document looks both at general architectural principles for a Multipath TCP
fulfilling the goals described as well as the key design decisions behind MPTCP.
Although multi homing and multipath functions are not new to transport protocols
(Stream Control Transmission Protocol (SCTP) being a notable example),
MPTCP aims to gain wide-scale deployment by recognizing the importance of
application and network compatibility goals. These goals, discussed in detail is
relate to the appearance of MPTCP to the network (so non-MPTCP-aware entities
see it as TCP) and to the application through providing a service equivalent to
TCP for non-MPTCP-aware applications.
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3

METHODOLOGY

3.1

Path MTU (Maximum Transmission Unit)
MTU is the size of the largest network protocol data unit that can be communicated in
a single network. TCP implementation should use path MTU Discovery technique
(PMTUD).
This method is applicable to TCP and other transport- or application- level protocols
that are responsible for choosing packet boundaries (e.g., segment sizes) and have an
acknowledgment structure that delivers to the sender accurate and timely indications
of which packets were lost. The general strategy is for the Packetization. Layer to find
an appropriate Path MTU by probing the path with progressively larger packets. If a
probe packet is successfully delivered, then the effective.
In this case alone, the Packetization Protocol is permitted to retransmit any missing
data without adjusting the congestion window. If there is a timeout or additional
packets are lost during the probing process, the probe is considered to be inconclusive
(e.g. The lost probe does not necessarily indicate that the probe exceeded the Path
MTU).

Figure 3.1:

Path MTU in TCP

In such cases, raising the Path MTU to the probe size can cause severe packet loss and
a by small performance. After raising the MTU, the new MTU size can be verified by
monitoring the loss rate.
In this case, it is appropriate to retry a probe of the same size as soon as the
Packetization Layer has fully adapted to the congestion and recovered from the losses.
In other cases, additional losses or timeouts indicate problems with the link or
Packetization Layer. In these situations, it is desirable to use longer delays depending
on the severity of the error.
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3.2

Round-Trip-Time(RTT) and Bottleneck Bandwidth

3.2.1

Measuring RTT
RTT estimates are necessary to adapt to changing traffic conditions and to avoid an
instability known as congestion collapse in a busy network. However, accurate
measurement of RTT may be difficult both in theory and in implementation.
Many TCP implementations base their RTT measurements upon a sample of only
one packet per window. While this yields an adequate approximation to the RTT for
small windows it results in an unacceptably poor RTT estimate for an LFN.
If we look at RTT estimation as a signal processing problem (which it is) a data
signal at some frequency the packet rate is being sampled at a lower frequency the
window rate.
A good RTT estimator with a conservative retransmission timeout calculation can
tolerate aliasing when the sampling frequency is close to the data frequency. For
example, with a window of 6 packets, the sample rate is 1/6 the data frequency less
than an order of magnitude different.

Figure 3.2.1: Bandwidth line Utilization and Round-trip-time
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However, when the window is tens or hundreds of packets, the RTT estimator may
be seriously in error, resulting in spurious retransmissions.
If there are dropped packets, the problem becomes worse that it is not possible to
accumulate reliable RTT estimates if retransmitted.
Segments are included in the estimate. Since a full window of data will have been
transmitted prior to a retransmission, all of the segments in that window will have to
be ACKed before the next RTT sample can be taken.
A solution to these problems, which actually simplifies the sender substantially, is
as follows: using TCP options, the sender places a timestamp in each data segment,
and the receiver reflects these
timestamps back in ACK segments.

Figure -3.2.1 RTT(Round-Trip-Time) Measurements
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3.2.2 Measuring BB(Bottleneck-Bandwidth)
A Bottleneck Bandwidth is a phenomenon where the performance of a network
limited because not enough bandwidth is available to ensure that all data packets in
the network reach their destination in a timely fashion.
Bottleneck bandwidth that sets the upper limit on how quickly the network can
deliver the sender's data to the receiver the general notion of bottleneck bandwidth
and why we consider it a fundamental quantity the technique used in previous work
we gain significant benefits using “receiver-based packet pair,” in which the
measurements used in the estimation are those recorded by the receiver, rather than
the ACK that the sender later receives.
While packet pair often works well, difficulties with the technique, three
surmountable and the fourth fundamental. Motivated by these problems, we develop
Bottleneck bandwidth as a fundamental quantity each element in the end-to-end chain
between a data sender and the data receiver has some maximum rate at which it can
forward data. These maxima may arise directly from physical properties of the
element, such as the frequency bandwidth of a wire, or from more complex properties,
such as the minimum amount of time required by a router to look up an address to
determine how to forward a packet.
The first of these situations often dominates, and accordingly the term bandwidth is
used to denote the maximum rate, even if the maximum does not come directly from a
physical bandwidth limitation. Because sending data involves forwarding the data
along an end-to-end chain of networking elements, the slowest element in the entire
chain sets the bottleneck bandwidth, i.e., the maximum rate at which data can be sent
along the chain.
The usual assumption is that the bottleneck element is a network link with a limited
bandwidth, although this need not be the case. Note that from our data we cannot say
anything meaningful about the location of the bottleneck along the network path,
since our methodology gives us only end-to-end measurements Furthermore, there
may be multiple elements along the network path, limited to the same bottleneck rate.
Thus, our analysis is confined to an assessment of the bottleneck-bandwidth as an
end-to-end path property, rather than as the property of a particular element in the
path. We must make a crucial distinction between bottleneck bandwidth and available
bandwidth.
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Figure 3.2:

Measuring Bandwidth thresholds in TCP

TCP's congestion avoidance and control algorithms reflect an attempt to confine each
connection to the available bandwidth. For this purpose, the bottleneck bandwidth is
essentially irrelevant. For connection performance, however, the bottleneck bandwidth is a
fundamental quantity, because it indicates a limit on what the connection can hope to achieve.
If the sender tries to transmit any faster, not only is it guaranteed to fail, but the additional
traffic it generates in doing so will either lead to queueing delays somewhere in the network,
or packet drops, if the overloaded element lacks sufficient buffer capacity
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3.3

TCP Throughput Measurements
TCP has Internet applications make use of the services provided by a transport
protocol, such as TCP (a reliable, in-order stream protocol). We use the term
Transport Service to mean the end-to-end service provided to application by the
transport layer. That service can only be provided correctly if information about the
intended usage is supplied from the application.
Multipath TCP (MPTCP) adds the capability of using multiple paths to a regular TCP
session. Even though it is designed to be totally backward compatible to applications.
The data transport differs compared to regular TCP, and there are several additional
degrees of freedom that the particular application may want to exploit. Multipath TCP
is particularly useful in the context of wireless networks using both Wi-Fi and a
mobile network is a typical use case. In addition to the gains in throughput from
inverse multiplexing, links may be added or dropped as the user moves in or out of
coverage without disrupting the end-to-end TCP connection. The problem of link
handover is thus solved by abstraction in the transport layer, without any special
mechanisms at the network or link level.
TCP connection across multiple interfaces and reach very high throughput. TCP is
connection oriented, and at the transmitting side, it uses a congestion window (TCP
CWND). At the receiving end, TCP uses a receive window (TCP RWND) to inform
the transmitting end on how many Bytes it is capable of accepting at a given time
derived from Round-Trip Time (RTT) and network Bottleneck Bandwidth (BB), the
Bandwidth-Delay Product (BDP) determines the Send and Received Socket buffer
sizes required to achieve the maximum TCP Throughput.
Then, with the help of slow start and congestion avoidance algorithms, a TCP CWND
is calculated based on the IP network path loss rate. Finally, the minimum value
between the calculated TCP CWND and the TCP RWND advertised by the opposite
end will determine how many Bytes can actually be sent by the transmitting side at a
given time.
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3.4

TCP Metrics

This methodology focuses on a TCP Throughput and provides 3 basic metrics that
can be used for better understanding of the results. It is recognized that the complexity
and unpredictability of TCP makes it very difficult to develop a complete set of
metrics that accounts for the myriad of variables (i.e., RTT variations, loss conditions,
TCP implementations, etc.). However, these metrics facilitate TCP Throughput
comparisons under varying network conditions and host buffer size/RWND settings
Transfer Time Ratio
The first metric is the TCP Transfer Time Ratio, which is simply the ratio between
the Actual TCP Transfer Time versus the Ideal TCP Transfer Time. The Actual TCP
Transfer Time is simply the time it takes to transfer a block of data across TCP
connection(s). The Ideal TCP Transfer Time is the predicted time for which a block of
data should transfer across TCP connection(s), considering the BB of the NUT.

Actual TCP Transfer Time
TCP Transfer Time Ratio = ------------------------Ideal TCP Transfer Time

The Ideal TCP Transfer Time is derived from the Maximum Achievable TCP
Throughput, which is related to the BB and Layer 1/2/3/4 overheads associated with
the network path. The following sections provide derivations for the Maximum
Achievable TCP Throughput and example calculations for the TCP Transfer Time
Ratio.
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Maximum Achievable TCP Throughput Calculation

This section provides formulas to calculate the Maximum Achievable TCP
Throughput, all calculations are based on IP version 4 with TCP/IP headers First, the
maximum achievable Layer 2 throughput of a T3 interface is limited by the maximum
quantity of Frames Per Second (FPS) permitted by the actual physical layer (Layer 1)
speed.

3.5

TCP Efficiency
The second metric represents the percentage of Bytes that were not retransmitted.
The TCP Efficiency calculated as:
TCP Efficiency % =

Transmitted Bytes - Retransmitted Bytes
Transmitted Bytes

Transmitted Bytes are the total number of TCP Bytes to be transmitted including
the original and the retransmitted Bytes.

TCP Efficiency Percentage Calculation
As an example, if 100000 Bytes were sent and 2000 had to be retransmitted, the
TCP Efficiency Percentage would be calculated as:
TCP Efficiency % = 100000 – 2000 = 98.03%
1002000
Note that the Retransmitted Bytes may have occurred more than once; if so, then
these multiple retransmissions are added to the Retransmitted Bytes and to the
Transmitted Bytes counts.
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3.6

Buffer Delay
TCP Transfer time ratio, TCP Efficiency Percentage, and the BDP must all be
measured during each throughput test. A poor TCP Transfer Time Ratio may be
diagnosed by correlating with sub-optimal TCP Efficiency Percentage and BDP.
The original TCP configurations supported TCP receive window size buffers, which
was adequate for slow links or links with small RTTs. Larger buffers are required by
the high performance options described below. Buffering is used throughout high
performance network systems to handle delays in the system.
In general, buffer size will need to be scaled proportionally to the amount of data in
flight at any time. For very high performance applications that are not sensitive to
network delays, it is possible to interpose large end to end buffering delays by putting
in intermediate data storage points in an end to end system, and then to use automated
and scheduled non-real-time data transfers to get the data to their final endpoints.
(BDP) is a term primarily used in conjunction with TCP to refer to the number
of bytes necessary to fill a TCP "path", i.e. it is equal to the maximum number of
simultaneous bits in transit between the transmitter and the receiver. Buffer Delay
Percentage, which represents the increase in RTT during a TCP Throughput test
versus the inherent or baseline RTT. The baseline RTT is the Round-Trip Time
inherent to the network path under non-congested conditions. The average RTT is
derived from the total of all measured RTTs during the actual test at every second
divided by the test duration in seconds.
Calculation of Buffer Delay can have derived as:
Buffer delay % = Average RTT during Transfer - Baseline RTT
Baseline RTT
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3.7

TCP Throughput Test

TCP to optimize TCP, stop thinking about bandwidth, get smart about congestion.
The problem isn’t necessarily about how much data needs to get from point A to point
B, but rather it’s about quickly all individual, non-cooperating sender’s and receiver’s
try to fill their data through.
Think about network priority. Traffic shaping optimizers aim to ensure that an
organization has control over how bandwidth is consumed. Control can be positive,
guarantee that certain applications, devices or users get bandwidth, or negative
bandwidth that specific users, devices or applications receive.
Avoidance of congestion is more tentative probing of the network to discover the
point threshold of packet loss. The other way is the congestion control. To avoid
congestion in the network we have two methods. One is Slow Start (SS) and the other
is Congestion Avoidance (CA).
Several TCP tools are currently used in the network world, and one of the most
common is "Iperf". With this tool, hosts are installed a teach end of the network path;
one acts as a client and the other as a server. The Send Socket Buffer and the TCP
RWND sizes of both client and server can be manually set. The achieved throughput
can then be measured, either Uni-directionally or bi-directionally
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TCP is intending to provide a reliable process-to-process communication service
in a multi-network environment, TCP congestion performance of slows start in TCP
Throughput test performance seen in figure below.

Figure 3.7: TCP Throughput Test of TCP Performance.

A TCP Throughput Test Device (TCP TTD) SHOULD generate a report with the
calculated BDP and a set of Window size experiments. Window size refers to the
minimum of the Send Socket Buffer and TCP RWND. The report SHOULD include
TCP Throughput results for each TCP Window size tested. The goal is to provide
achievable versus actual TCP Throughput results with respect to the TCP Window
size when no fragmentation occurs.

4.

Validation of MPTCP

The goal is to serve as input for MPTCP designers to properly take into account the
security issues. As such, the analysis cannot be performed for a specific MPTCP
specification, but must be a general analysis that applies to the widest possible set of
MPTCP designs. In order to do that, the fundamental features that any MPTCP must
provide are identified and only those are assumed while performing the security
analysis. In some cases, there is a design choice that significantly influences the
security aspects of the resulting protocol. In that case, both options are considered.
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It is assumed that any MPTCP will behave in the case of a single address per
endpoint as TCP. This means that an MPTCP connection will be established by using
the TCP Three-way handshake and will use a single address pair. The addresses used
for the establishment of the connection do have a special role in the sense that this is
the address used as identifier by the upper layers. The address used as destination
address in the SYN packet is the address that the application is using to identify the
peer and has been obtained either through the DNS (with or without DNS Security
(DNSSEC) validation) or passed by a referral or manually introduced by the user.
As such, the initiator does have a certain amount of trust in the fact that it is
establishing a communication with that particular address. If due to MPTCP, packet
send up being delivered to an alternative address, the trust that the initiator has placed
on that address would be deceived.
In any case, the adoption of MPTCP necessitates a slight evolution of the traditional
TCP trust model, in that the initiator is additionally trusting the peer to provide
additional addresses that it will trust to the same degree as the original pair. An
application or implementation that cannot trust the peer in this way should not make
use of multiple paths.

Interface Description
MPTCP displays the same interface as TCP to the application.
Basic API describes how an application can:
however, describes an enhanced API (Application Programming Interface) for
MPTCP- aware applications could be benefit.
This implies that any standard TCP application can be used above Multipath TCP
while in fact spreading data across several sub-flows
x
x
x
x

enable or disable MPTCP.
bind a socket to one or more selected local endpoints.
query local and remote endpoint addresses.
get a unique connection identifier (similar to an address-port pair for TCP).
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During the Three-way handshake, the sequence number will be synchronized for both
ends, as regular TCP. It is assumed that an MPTCP connection will use a single
sequence number for the data, even if the data is exchanged through different paths, as
MPTCP provides an in-order delivery service of bytes.

Once the connection is established, the MPTCP extensions can be used to add
addresses for each of the endpoints. This is achieved by each end sending a control
message containing the additional address. In order to associate the additional address to
an ongoing connection, the connection needs to be identified. It is assumed that the
connection can be identified by the four-tuple of source address, source port, destination
address, destination port used for the establishment of the connection. So, at least, the
control message that will convey the additional address information can also contain the
4-tuple in order to inform about what connection the address belong to (if no other
connection identifier is defined).
There are two different ways to convey address information:
Explicit mode: the control message contains a list of addresses.
Implicit mode: the address added is the one included in the source address field of the
IP header
These two modes have different security properties for some type of attacks.
The explicit mode seems to be the more vulnerable to abuse. The implicit mode may
benefit from forms of ingress filtering security, which would reduce the possibility of an
attacker to add any arbitrary address to an ongoing connection.

However, ingress filtering deployment is far from universal, and it is unwise
to rely on it as a basis for the protection of MPTCP. Further consideration regarding the
interaction between ingress filtering and implicit mode signaling is needed in the case
that an address that is no longer available from the MPTCP connection is removed.

A host attached to a network that performs ingress filtering and using implicit
signaling would not be able to remove an address that is no longer available (either
because of a failure or due to a mobility event) from an ongoing MPTCP connection. It is
assumed that MPTCP will use all the address pairs that it has available for sending
packets, and that it will distribute the load based on congestion among the different paths.
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Figure 4: MPTCP Connection establishment

TCP connection can use multiple paths to exchange data. Such extensions enable the
exchange of segments using different source-destination address pairs, resulting in the
capability of using multiple paths in a significant number of scenarios. Some level of multihoming and mobility support can be achieved through these extensions. However, the
support for multiple IP addresses per endpoint may have implications on the security of the
resulting MPTCP. This note includes a threat analysis for MPTCP. There are many other
ways to provide multiple paths for a TCP connection other than the usage of multiple
addresses. The threat analysis performed in this document is limited to the specific case of
using multiple addresses per endpoint.
•

Connection Establishment

To establish a new connection, the application will open a regular TCP socket, which will
start the initial TCP sub-flow. 1)To establish a new sub-flow from the Host A to Host B, the
Host A receives from the DNS that it can reach Host B at the Address 1. Now a three-way
handshake is used similar to regular TCP, in order to continue transparent to the network, but
at the options field it carries MPTCP specific options
• Exchanging Data
¾ To allow reliable and in-order delivery of the data across the sub-flows, MPTCP uses a
64-bit Data Sequence Number (DSN). MPTCP specifies the mapping from sub-flow
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sequence space to data sequence space using a data sequence mapping. The data is
scattered in segments over the available sub-flows and it needs to be acknowledged when
received
• Connection Release
¾ To close the connection in MPTCP there is an equivalent mechanism to the regular TCP
FIN, that is referred to as the DATA FIN. When the first DATA FIN is sent it triggers the return of
both the DATA ACK and DATA FIN of the other host. The MPTCP connection is considered closed once the
DATA FINs sent by both hosts have been acknowledged by DATA ACKs.

Methodology to evaluate MPTCP Throughput
•

Implementation
Here we can discuss the different phases to evaluate the MPTCP throughput. One of
MPTCP’s benefits is how it can improve network performance. It has been made an
effort to evaluate and research its results. This helps to evaluate the MPTCP’s
performance from a point of view of throughput optimization and load sharing. In order
to modify the endpoints, there are different Linux Kernel implementations available with
MPTCP capability.

•

Requirements
It describes the main components required by the test, not only software but also
hardware. we needed to find an operating system that would be easily configurable and
with full MPTCP support. Since Microsoft Windows and Mac Operating System are not
an open source solution, we choose to use the Linux Operating System, both for the
endpoint devices and the server. Linux is one of the most common open source operating
system.

•

MPTCP Configuration
The system should be configured to use multiple interfaces, multiple sub-flows per
connection or just fallback to regular TCP.
Here we have the options with net.mptcp
o net.mptcp.enabled This option enables the use of MPTCP when it is set with the
value 1
o net.mptcp.mptcp checksum This option enables the use of MPTCP checksum
when set with the value 1
o net.mptcp.mptcp ndiffports This option configures the number of sub-flows
desired to create across the same pair of IP addresses.
o net.mptcp.mptcp path manager Path manager is a modular structure that allows to
choose between compiled path-managers. This structure is needed to allow the
creation of new sub-flows,

•

Network Routing
To configure the network routing we only need to be concerned with the outgoing
interface and the host destination. This occurs because the Linux kernel assumes that the host
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only uses a default gateway and interface. Since MPTCP allows the use of multiple addresses
on various interfaces, by giving a different source or destination address to each sub-flow.

Fig 4.1 : Client Server Model
x

The client and the server are directly connected through the Ethernet. we have two
Ethernet connections, eth0 and eth1 with the configuration.
x Here, we have the client server model. The both the systems need to be
configured to use multiple interfaces.
x The computers should be configured to use two different network links, one for
each network interface.
x This test allows us to gather information on the performance and throughput
when using two Ethernet connections, when there are no other users on the
network.
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Fig 4.2 : Figure showing difference between TCP and MPTCP

The core idea of multipath TCP is to define a way to build a connection
between two hosts and not between two interfaces (as standard TCP does).
For example, Tom has a smartphone with 3G and Wi-Fi interfaces (with IP
addresses 10.11.12.13 and 10.11.12.14) and Joe has a computer with an
Ethernet interface (with IP address 20.21.22.23).
In standard TCP, the connection should be established between two IP
addresses. An application can only create one TCP connection through a
single link. Multipath TCP allows the connection to use several paths
simultaneously. For this, Multipath TCP creates one TCP connection, called
sub-flow, over each path that needs to be used
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Transport Layer of MPTCP
x

x

The execution of a multipath protocol at the transport layer has the chance of assembling
information like capacity, latency and congestion state at each path used. With this
information it is possible to react to congestion in the network and move the traffic to
avoid the congested paths.
The implementation of multipath protocol at the transport layer, can offer functions of
path management, packet scheduling, congestion control and even sub-flow interface
without any need to modify the upper and lower layers. Here, in order to support a
multipath link, it is only required that the endpoints support the protocol and it is not
necessary to update any existing router.

Fig 4.3 Transport Layer Structure
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In this section we describe the structure that MPTCP uses at the transport layer. The
MPTCP splits the transport layer into two sublayers as it can be seen in Figure. The upper
sublayer is responsible for gathering the information necessary to manage the connection and
operates end-to-end. The lower sublayer is responsible for the sub-flows, in order to make
them be seen as a single TCP flow and allows the TCP component to operate segment-bysegment. This structure was designed in order to be transparent to both the higher and the
lower layers. In order to manage the multiple TCP sub-flows below the MPTCP extension
has to implement path management, packet scheduling, sub-flow interface and congestion
control functions.

5

•

Path management is responsible for detecting and using the available paths between two
hosts. It is also responsible for the mechanism of signaling alternative addresses to hosts
and to set up new sub-flows joined to an existing Multi-Path TCP connection

•

At the packet scheduling, the connection-level re-ordering is performed when the
packets are received from the TCP sub-flows. To allow the correct ordering of the
segments sent on the different sub-flows.

•

Congestion control function is responsible for coordinating the congestion control across
the sub-flows. This coordination is responsible for scheduling which segments should be
sent on which sub-flow and at what rate, is also a part of packet scheduling.

•

Sub-flow interface is responsible to transmit on the specified path, the segments
received from the packet scheduling component. Upon receiving a segment, the sub-flow
passes the data to the packet scheduling for connection-level reassembly.

Analysis and Discussion
Here Several TCP tools are currently used in the network world, and one of the most
common is "Iperf". With this tool, hosts are installed a teach end of the network path;
one acts as a client and the other as a server. The Send Socket Buffer and the TCP
RWND sizes of both client and server can be manually set. The achieved throughput can
then be measured, either Uni-directionally or bi-directionally. For higher-BDP situations
in loss networks (Long Fat Networks (LFNs) or satellite links, etc.), TCP options such as
Selective Acknowledgment should become part of the window size/throughput
characterization. Host hardware performance must be well understood before conducting
the tests described in the following sections.
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The TCP Throughput test should be run over a long enough duration to properly
exercise network buffers (i.e., greater than 30 seconds) and should also characterize
performance at different times of the day.
Multiple TCP Connections
The decision whether to conduct single- or multiple-TCP-connection tests depends
upon the size of the BDP in relation to the TCP RWND configured in the end-user
environment. For example, if the BDP for a Long Fat Network (LFN) turns out to be 2
MB, then it is probably more realistic to test this network path with multiple connections.
Assuming typical host TCP RWND sizes of 64 KB (e.g., Windows XP), using 32 TCP
connections would emulate a small-office scenario. The TCP Transfer Time Ratio metric
is useful when conducting multiple-connection tests. Each connection should be
configured to transfer payloads of the same size (e.g., 100 MB); then, the TCP Transfer
Time Ratio provides a simple metric to verify the actual versus expected results.

Results Simplification
At the end, a TCP Throughput Test should generate a report with the calculated BDP
and a set of Window size experiments. Window size refers to the minimum of the Send
Socket Buffer and TCP RWND. The report should include TCP Throughput results for
each TCP Window size tested. The goal is to provide achievable versus actual TCP
Throughput results with respect to the TCP Window size when no fragmentation occurs.
The report should also include the results for the 3 metrics. The goal is to provide a clear
relation-ship between these 3 metrics and user experience. As an example, for the same
results in regard to Transfer Time Ratio, a better TCP Efficiency could be obtained at the
cost of higher Buffer Delays. For cases where the test results are not equal to the ideal
values, some possible causes are as follows:
Network congestion causing packet loss, which may be inferred from a poor TCP
Efficiency Percentage (i.e., higher TCP Efficiency).
Network congestion causing an increase in RTT, which may be inferred from the
Buffer Delay Percentage (i.e., no increase in RTT over baseline).
Intermediate network devices that actively regenerate the TCP connection and can alter
TCP RWND size, MTU, etc.
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TCP Window sizes (BDP) larger than 64 KB. Most of the time, performance gains will
be obtained by enabling this option in LFNs.
TCP Timestamps option. This feature provides better measurements of the Round-Trip
Time and protects TCP from data corruption that might occur if packets are delivered so
late that the sequence numbers wrap before they are delivered. Wrapped sequence
numbers do not pose a serious risk below 100 Mbps, but the risk increases at higher data
rates. Most of the time, performance gains will be obtained by enabling this option in
Gigabit-bandwidth networks.
Path MTU. The client/server IP host system should use the largest possible MTU for
the path. This may require enabling Path MTU Discovery and. Since is flawed, Path
MTU Discovery is sometimes not enabled by default and may need to be explicitly
enabled by the system administrator. describes a new, more robust algorithm for MTU
discovery. resources to buffer thousands of connections.
Below shows the table and graph of TCP network packet loss and maximum
throughput relationship in the TCP Throughput.
Network Packet
Loss
0.015
0.025
0.055
0.150
0.350
0.750
1.500
3.500
7.500
12.500

20msec

Maximum Throughput
50msec

100msec

35
25
15
11
8
6
4

22
15
10
7
6
4
3
2
1
0

12
8
5
4
3
2
1
0.5
0
0
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Graph 1 : TCP Throughput Relationship Graph
In the TCP Throughput we aware of congestion window and transmissions here we can
see the values and graph of congestion window and number of transmissions.
Number of
Transmissions
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

Congestion Window
1
2
4
8
9
10
11
12
1
2
4
6
7
8
9
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Graph 2 : TCP Congestion window with Number of Transmission
Here we can see example graphs threshold of congestion window, congestion avoidance
and slow start and in TCP throughput we check the connections throughput of bandwidth they
clearly seen in below

Graph 3 : Threshold Graph of Slow-Start and Congestion Avoidance(CA)
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Graph 4 : Throughput Connections of Full Bandwidth

Throughput graph and values of these TCP packet loss% is seen in throughput (mbps) in
TCP and TCP Speedify these are
Packet loss(%)
0%
1%
2%
3%
4%

Throughput (mbps)
TCP
2.8
2.1
1.6
1.3
0.8

TCP Speedify
2.7
2.2
2.2
2.0
1.8
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Graph 5 : TCP Throughput graph with packet loss

TCP Throughput graph of utilization and throughput latency is shown below with
respective values and graph
Utilization
0
0.20
0.40
0.60
0.80

Throughput Latency
0
0.4
0.8
1.5
4
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Graph 6 : Throughput Latency and Utilization

These is the Multipath Transfer control protocol simple case of client-server networks of
A, B with N different TCP connections that contributing from client-server in the networks, and
we will see the application of socket interface protocol of sub-flow in TCP and IP networks.
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Figure 5.1 : MPTCP Networks Simple case from CLIENT-SERVER

Figure 5.2 : MPTCP Protocol
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Here in the table 1 we have the throughput of wired connections in the Ethernet interface
for the MPTCP protocols. The readings noted are of different tests.

Next coming to the table 2, these were the throughput measurements of MPTCP in varied
Internet Service Provider (ISP) networks.
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Ways to Improve MPTCP performance

•

Congestion Control
By linking the congestion control dynamics on these multiple sub-flows, MPTCP can
explicitly move traffic off more congested paths and place it on less congested one’s.
MPTCP can establish multiple sub-flows on different paths between the same pair of
endpoints.

•

Dynamic Window Coupling (DWC)
DWC is an algorithm that tends to differentiate if the flows share or not a common
bottleneck, and only couples MPTCP flows that share a common bottleneck. It is shown
that with the possible scenarios of implementation. The DWC can accurately detect a
bottleneck and improve throughput.

•

Reordering packet scheduling algorithm at the sender.
Main idea is estimating packet receiving time at the receiver and scheduling packet. By
using this, the number of out-of-ordered packet in the receiver buffer is reduced.
Therefore, performance degradation is also mitigated especially in the case that
asymmetry between two path is severe.

•

Congestion Window Adaption
Adjusting the congestion window for each TCP sub-flow so as to mitigate the variation of
end-to-end path delay. To improve the application level throughput for Multipath TCP in
Multi-Radio devices.
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6

Summary and Conclusion
6.1

Summary

MPTCP operates at the transport layer and aims to be transparent to both higher and
lower layers. It is a set of additional features on top of standard TCP Multipath TCP (MPTCP)
adds the capability of using multiple paths to a regular TCP session. Even though it is designed
to be totally backward compatible to applications, the data transport differs compared to regular
TCP, and there are several additional degrees of freedom that applications may wish to exploit.
This document summarizes the impact that MPTCP may have on applications, such as
changes in performance. Furthermore, it discusses compatibility issues of MPTCP in
combination with non-MPTCP-aware applications. Finally, the document describes a basic
application interface which is a simple extension of TCP's interface for MPTCP-aware
applications. MPTCP uses TCP underneath for network compatibility; TCP ensures in-order,
reliable delivery. TCP adds its own sequence numbers to the segments; these are used to detect
and retransmit lost packets at the sub-flow layer. On receipt, the sub-flow passes its reassembled
data to the packet scheduling component for connection-level reassembly; the data sequence
mapping from the sender's packet scheduling component allows re-ordering of the entire byte
stream.
Using the default MPTCP configuration: Like TCP, MPTCP is designed to be efficient
and robust in the default configuration. Application developers should not explicitly configure
TCP (or MPTCP) features unless this is really needed.
Socket buffer dimensioning: Multipath transport requires larger buffers in the receiver
for resequencing, as already explained. Applications should use reasonable buffer sizes (such as
the operating system default values) in order to fully benefit from MPTCP.
Facilitating stack-internal heuristics: The path management and data scheduling by
MPTCP is realized by stack-internal algorithms that may implicitly try to self-optimize their
behavior according to assumed application needs. For instance, an MPTCP implementation may
use heuristics to determine whether an application requires delay-sensitive or bulk data transport,
using for instance port numbers, the TCP_NODELAY socket options, or the application's
read/write patterns as input parameters. An application developer can facilitate the operation of
such heuristics by avoiding atypical interface use cases.
For instance, for long bulk data transfers, it neither makes sense to enable the
TCP_NODELAY socket option, nor is it reasonable to use many small socket sends calls each
with small amounts of data only one possible transport architecture that the authors believe can
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effectively support the goals for Multipath TCP. The new Internet model described here is based
on ideas propose earlier in Transport next-generation(TNG). While by no means the only
possible architecture supporting multipath transport, TNG incorporates many lessons learned
from previous transport research and development practice, and offers a strong starting point
from which to consider the extant Internet architecture and its bearing on the design of any new
Internet transports or transport extensions. TNG loosely splits the transport layer into
"application-oriented" and "network-oriented" layers, as shown in Figure.

Application
Transport
Network
Existing Layers
Figure 6.1 :

Existing Layers in MPTCP

TCP throughput measurement techniques to verify maximum achievable TCP
performance in a managed internet protocol network with baseline measurements
of Round-trip-time (RTT) and Bottleneck-Bandwidth (BB) a series of singleand/or multiple-TCP-connection throughput tests should be conducted. Multipath
TCP, which aims at allowing a Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) connection
to use multiple paths to maximize resource usage and increase redundancy to
estimate the network congestion that occurs between the two ends, but it is
designed to be backward compatible for legacy applications TCP Interact with
other parts of the network protocol stack via different interfaces. In measuring the
TCP throughput, by using the measure values of Round-trip-time (RTT)
Bottleneck Bandwidth (BB), Buffer-Delay-Percentage (BDP). The TCP
throughput is calculated and other three metrics are also measured. We consider a
streaming system that employs Multipath TCP and Investigate ways to improve
the performance of throughput. Throughput is enhanced based on Bandwidth,
Congestion control, Slow-start and Co-ordination of multipath
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To optimize TCP, stop thinking about bandwidth, get smart about
congestion. The problem isn’t necessarily about how much data needs to get from
point A to point B, but rather it’s about quickly all individual, non-cooperating
sender’s and receiver’s try to fill their data through. Think about network priority.
Traffic shaping optimizers aim to ensure that an organization has control over
how bandwidth is consumed. Control can be positive, guarantee that certain
applications, devices or users get bandwidth, or negative bandwidth that specific
users, devices or applications receive. Keep TCP out of the way today, an
increasing amount of most important traffic video conferencing, VoIP is not using
TCP/IP, it’s using User Datagram Protocol over IP (UDP/IP) instead and
unfortunately, UDP doesn’t have the flow control mechanisms TCP does, which
makes TCP susceptible to robust optimization.
Avoidance of congestion is more tentative probing of the network to
discover the point of threshold of packet loss. The other way is the congestion
control. To avoid congestion in the network we have two methods. One is Slow
Start (SS) and the other is Congestion
Avoidance (CA).
TCP performance depends not upon the transfer rate itself, but rather upon the
product of the transfer rate and the round-trip delay. This "bandwidth delay
product" measures the amount of data that would fill the pipe, it is the buffer
space required at sender and receiver to obtain maximum throughput on the TCP.
While applications can use MPTCP with the unmodified sockets API, multipath
transport results in many degrees of freedom. MPTCP manages the data transport
over different sub-flows automatically. By default, this is transparent to the
application, but an application could use an additional API to interface with the
MPTCP layer and to control important aspects of the MPTCP implementation's
behavior.
This document describes a basic MPTCP API. The API contains a minimum
set of functions that provide an equivalent level of control and information as
exists for regular TCP. It maintains backward compatibility with legacy
applications. An advanced MPTCP API is outside the scope of this document.
The basic API does not allow a sender or a receiver to express preferences about
the management of paths or the scheduling of data, even if this can have a
significant performance impact and if an MPTCP implementation could benefit
from additional guidance by applications.

A list of potential further API extensions is provided in the appendix. The
specification of such an advanced API is for further study and may partly be
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implementation-specific. MPTCP mainly affects the sending of data. But a
receiver may also have preferences about data transfer choices, and it may have
performance requirements as well. A receiver may also have preferences about
data transfer choices, and it may have performance requirements, too. Yet, the
configuration of such preferences is outside of the scope of the basic API.

6.2

Conclusion

We have mainly focused on practical methodology for measuring the TCP throughput
using the RTT, BB, BDP. The various throughput testing tools are mentioned in detail and ways
to enhance the TCP performance are also mentioned based on the bandwidth, TCP windows,
congestion control. At the end, a TCP Throughput Test Device (TCP TTD) should generate a
report with the calculated BDP and a set of Window size experiments. Window size refers to the
minimum of the Send Socket Buffer and TCP RWND.
The report should include TCP Throughput results for each TCP Window size tested.
The goal is to provide achievable versus actual TCP Throughput results with respect to the TCP
Window size when no fragmentation occurs. The report should also include the results for the 3
metrics defined The goal is to provide a clear relationship between these 3 metrics and user
experience. As an example, for the same results in regard to Transfer Time Ratio, a better TCP
Efficiency could be obtained at the cost of higher Buffer Delays.
We have focused on MPTCP protocol issues related to application and transport layers.
Despite the promises of multi-path networking, the existing solutions have not been widely
adopted due to weaknesses of the protocol at these layers. The main idea that we have studied
here is the interactions between both layers to enable a better video data scheduling. To study the
potentials of this idea, we have designed a theoretical model, which computes the optimal
scheduling solution. This paper hopefully clarifies some of the questions scientists may have
about the weaknesses of MPTCP as well as the solutions that can be designed to fix these
weaknesses. Better Scheduling Algorithms. The algorithm we have designed for our cross-layer
scheduler makes a relatively simple use of the available information. Our goal was to
demonstrate that the motivation for a cross-layer scheduler is valid. Now, more sophisticated and
efficient algorithms can be designed. Implementation and Standardization.
In this paper we have mainly focused on a detailed study about the Multipath TCP, its
features it’s interface description. This research includes understanding the MPTCP in Transport
layer and its functions. MPTCP throughput is evaluated based on an existing methodology.
Under this the tranport layer structure and functions like path management, packet scheduling,
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sub-flow interface and congestion control are discussed. This work also mentioned some ways to
improve the MPTCP performance. The implementation of the method, the setup and the results
are discussed.

7

Future Work

Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) is the most widely used transport layer protocol in
the Internet. Most popular Internet applications, such as the Web and file transfer, use the
reliable services provided by TCP. The performance perceived by users of these
Internet applications depend largely on the performance of TCP. The works include the
measuring and optimization of throughput in high-loss environments. Examples of high-loss
networks are wireless networks, General Packet Service(GPRS) or Universal Mobile
Telecommunications System(UMTS). Although the performance dynamics of TCP over
traditional networks are relatively well understood, the research community is only beginning to
explore the TCP performance implications for the emerging and future networking environment.
The emerging networking environment has several new features which have profound
performance implications for TCP-based applications. Future work could focus on developing an
implementation that would allow the use of a greater number of interfaces, with several types of
connection
In this feature topic we present five articles dealing with the TCP performance issues and
answers for the emerging networking environment. two striking features of future networks are
wirelessness and mobility. The actual technologies supporting wireless and mobile
communications may change over time, but it is now accepted that wirelessness and mobility
will be part of most future communications. The questions now being asked are how TCP
performs in the tether less world and what can be done to improve the situation. Another
interesting phenomenon observed with some emerging last-mile solutions, such as cable modem
and ADSL, is the asymmetric network behavior in the up- and downlinks. Asymmetry can be
observed in measures such as bandwidth or loss rate. Since TCP has flows in both directions,
asymmetric connections can have unexpected impacts on the performance of TCP.
In "How Network Asymmetry Affects Transport Protocols, Balakrishnan and
Padmanabhan identify the fundamental reasons for TCP performance degradation over
asymmetric networks and present several techniques to address the performance problem. While
some researchers are busy fine-tuning TCP for high performance, we continue to see
proliferation of non-TCP-based streaming media applications generating large volumes of traffic
sharing Internet routers with TCP-based traffic. Some related work to have a detailed study and
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evaluation of the other newly proposed and evaluated protocols. The work includes proposing
other algorithms to improve the performance.

Since these applications do not implement TCP-like congestion control functions, they
pose a real threat to TCP performance. Hong, Albuquerque, Oliveira, and Suda examine the
impact of streaming traffic on TCP performance in "Evaluating the Impact of Emerging
Streaming Media Applications on TCP/IP Performance." From the above, it is apparent that TCP
needs to evolve to continue as an effective transport layer protocol for the Internet. Indeed, there
have been several modifications to the core congestion control algorithms in TCP. Sally Floyd
wraps up this feature topic with "A Report on Some Recent Developments in TCP Congestion
Control."
Today's Internet spans a very broad base of uses, and ensuring that TCP provides a highly
robust, efficient, and reliable service platform for such a diversity of use is a continuing task.
These short sessions are often referred to as "TCP mice" because of the short duration and large
number of such TCP sessions. Firstly, the MPTCP protocol is not yet finalized and for example
the security issues are still being developed. Secondly, MPTCP currently uses the standard s.
Thirdly, future implementation uses all available sub-flows while better performance would
probably be possible by adding and removing sub-flows based on their measured performance.
Fourthly, the MPTCP implementation should better interact with the network interfaces to
benefit from the TCP segment offload mechanisms that some of them include. Finally, the
performance of MPTCP in the global Internet and its interactions with real middle-boxes should
be evaluated. We expect that our publicly available implementation will allow other researchers
to also contribute to this work
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